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2Ls & 3Ls: 1 in 5 Still Jobless
By Peter Mooney

Results of the RG's placement survey
suggest that while most upperclass students found jobs, many others remain
jobless. Among those who found jobs, the
search was often difficult.
346 law students replied to the survey
which was placed in every student's pendaflex. While the sample was entirely selfselected - and thus there Is no way to tell
if it was truly representative - the size of
the response suggests It has some validity.
The largest response came from second years. who have just completed one of
the most difficult fall recruiting seasons in
recent history.
In contrast to the past In which virtually everyone received job offers. 17.9 percent of second years are sllll jobless. according to the sur:ey. 29 respondents had
not found jobs out of 162 <:.econd year
response.>.
Even more dramatic arc the third year
results. 22.4 percent of those who responded have not found jobs. 107 third
years answered the survey.
Perhaps owing to their 11m1ted contact
With the placement office. only 77 first
years responded to the survey. As was
Widely anticipated, they are having a very

difficult time finding a Job.
61 percent of the first years who responded indicated that they are currently
jobless.
Perceptions of the placement office
vaned by class. Thlrd years had the highest
esteem for the placement office. while first
years were the most critical.
63.5 percent of third years gave the
placement office a rating of excellent or
good. 47.6 percent of the second years
appHed those ratings. Among first years.
only 24.7 percent of them saJd the placement office was excellent or good. 75.3
percent of the first years found the placement office fair or poor.
According to the survey. the tough Job
market has not Jed more students to consider public interest. 9.3 percent .)f third
years. 6.2 percent ofsecond years. and 9.1
percent of first years report taking public
interest positions.
One criticism reported in many responses is that the survey did not provide
a place for students to Indicate that they
took government jobs or positions with Inhouse legal staffs. While some students
indicated these choices. they were too few
to suggest an accurate sample of the law
Students amuse themselves in Room 200. First-Yea rs are notlaus hif16. (RG file photo)
school.

Students Polarized On Placement

By Peter Mooney
Just as the ratings on the RG's placement
survey ranged widely, there was no consensus
opinion among the comments students wrote
on !he back of the questionairres.
While most did not bother to comment,
those who gave responses were blunt.
"The placement office always seems to be
the last to know of occurrences within law
firms, and never uses its resources ot confim
such occurrences or discover their implications
for law students," replied one second year.
Yet a more satisfied 2L asked: "How can
anyone possibly complain? The consistent
ability of the placement office to sustain quality relationships with employers, to organize
an admittedly tremendous undertaking in terms
of numbers, and to provide personalized attention when necessary is absolutely superb. If
you're looking for a scapegoat check out your
transcript, your personality or both."
Another placement office supporter said,
"It's not the placementoffice'sfault. The market
sucked. Professors who gave bad grades sucked.
Snobby interviewers sucked. That's why the
whole thing sucked."
Many students said that the advice they

received was overly optimistic.
lies,"' said a second year.
have been encouraged to apply earlier as many
Other suggestions were that the placement programs filled by January and that professors
"I remember how we were told thatl2-15
interviews would be enough to land a job. I cff:~-. provide more information about smaller should bee~~ouraged to put grades up quickly.
Placement Director Nancy Krieger said
know people who have done 40-50 and still fli1Tls, encourage students to look beyond room
don't have anything. Later in the season, I was 200 early, keep mailing lists more up-to-date, that the placement office does tell students who
reprimanded for not doing a mailing list too. do more for public interest applicants, jettison aren't satisfied with their success in room 200
Fine, I'll do the list if it's necessary, but please the 25 interview limit and have a week or two to write to fli1Tls not coming to campus. "No
tell me in September, not in November. ' All of before classes devoted solely to second and one who's having trouble should limit themyou will find good jobs' aud 'Employers want third year interviewing. Among first years, selves to the fi.I1Tls who come here. We encourto hire Michigan students' are simply cruel there was strong sentiment that they should
See STUDENTS, page 8

71tongs Lose in friple 07
Apparently, Michigan's varsity hockey Thongs fans questioned whether the game was
team took too many ofitscues fromthe Thongs. an epic or mythic stuggle.
Just as the Wolverines came up short in CCHA
Captain Patrick "Cap'n" Romain took
finals to Lake Superior State, the Thongs lost charge early. Just after demanding that this
by an identical score to Theta Chi in the Intra- article's author find him a water bottle, Romain
mural finals in a thriller that went into a spec- showed himself to be not only imperious, but
tacular three overtimes.
impervious to dehydration by knocking in the
Before approximately 50 screaming fans first goal of the game from just outside the
- some of whom were even sober - the crease.
Unfortunately, the Thongs backchecking
Thongs fought their way through an epic
struggle. Thongs fan and publicist Martha in the second period was as effective as an Iraqi
Lewis, 2L, called it"an incredible game."Other defensive position. The Theta Chis - cheered

on by their obsenity spewing, semi-literate
"brothers" - knocked in two second period
goals to take the lead.
"We can still win this game, goddamn it,"
exclaimed Romain in a rousing speech between periods.
Spurred by fine defensive play from Dave
"Tiger" Schluckebier, lL and Dave "Dino"
Wells, 3L, the Thongs seized, conquered and
sacked the momenLum in the third period .. Bill
"Media God" Burford, 3L (an academic standSee THONGS, pa8e 8
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P acement a
Two·Way Street
The Placement Office. Those three words elicit
different responses from law students depending on
their year, their transcripts, their personalities and,
of course, their success in fmding a job. Before we
can criticize (or even praiSe) the placement office,
there must be agreement on the purposes and/or
object.ive.s of the department.
One thing can be certain. The Placement Office's
chief function, like all aspects of the school, is to
serve Michigan Law students. However, not all law
students pursue the same career path. Thus, the
Office must accomodate all students' desires based
on the level of demand. Reality suggests that most
students seek and indeed accept positions in large
law firms both for summer clerkships and permanent employment.
We saw in the RG survey a significant number
of complaints regarding the Placement Office's ineffectiveness in facilitating the search for public
interestjobs. Christine Webber'sessay in this week's
issue explores the weaknesses which need to be
addressed in Room 217. Furthermore, first year
students have particular needs to be served. They
need more first semester guidance than a short
meeting. They must be told to be aggressive, rather
than not to bother until Christmas break before
senrung letters. A tight market should have made
the Placement Office even more responsive to first
year s' needs.
Obtaining legal employment is a two-way street
for students and the law school. Students must look
at themselves before criticizing what the Placement
Office is or is not doing. Nancy Krieger cannot
miraculously change our transcripts and inter view
per sonalities. But this does not excuse Room 200
from looking at itself more critically, especially in
Jigbt of this new tighter market environme~t_. ..

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor:

The Law School Student Senate should be commended for
its February 20 memorandum to the faculty. As students (and
future alumni contributors), we should remind the faculty and
the administration that we are an important part of this institution and that we will hold them accountable for how they
represent our School and for the commitments that they make.
The LSSS memorandum pointed out that the poor tum-out
bythe fac ulty at the Bell talk and reception was inconsistent with
the School's stated policies and with the tum-out for previous
high-profile speakers. The Law School has continuously said
that it values racial and ideological diversity and the Michigan
Mandate specifically calls for such diversity in the University.
Despite Mr. Moran's assertion in last week's RG that diversity
was not in the title of Professor Bell's talk, the faculty and most
law students knew that Bell truly embodies the struggle for
diversity. He has t.alcen an indefinite leave (without pay) from
his position at the Harvard Law School until an African Arneri·
can woman is hired. During his leave, he has taught a course
without pay in which his students receive no credit He has
addressed the lack of diversity in his scholarly work as well as
in the news media. Even if he had not prefaced his speech with
an <nl statement concerning diversity, his very presence was a
statement. Similarly, the faculty's absence was a statement.
LSSS simply asked whither the faculty's statement was that it
did not support diversity enough to attend a lecture by the one
scholar who most em bodies the struggle for diversity, or whether
members of the faculty had something against Bell personally.
Mr. Moran's assenion that faculty attendance at lectures is
always minimal was simply wrong. Speakers capable of filling
room 100 with students generally attract more than a handful of
faculty members. Last year's visits by Posner (for three "not-sofascinating" lectures), Rehnquist and Biden attracted many
faculty members. This year's visit by Duncan Kennedy was not
as well attended by students because it coincided with the start
of the war, yet more members of the faculty attended that
lecture.
My reading of the LSSS Jetter was not that our elected
student government was trying to "shame the faculty into
attending lectures," but to say that the institution should be
ashamed by the fact that a guest as prominent as Bell was not
acknowledged by the faculty. Obviously, we all have personal

and academic obligations that place great demands on our time.
I trust that the LSSS did not intend to attack individual faculty
members. I am certain that several faculty members wanted to
attend but could not The point that the LSSS justly raised was
that the faculty, an important component of the Law School
community, through its absence, sent a message to our guest and
to those within the University who are working to realize the
School's stated commitment to diversity.
There was nothing wrong with theLSSS letter. I was happy
to see our Senate assuming its leadership role. I was also happy
to see Mr. Moran's letter holding the LSSS accountable for its
position and its expenditures, although I disagree with him. (I
cannot, however, believe that he could truly be outraged because the Senate incurred the copying costs for the letters to the
faculty? Get serious. I am sure that in the course of a year, we
spend more on spilled beer than the cost that was incurred in
making the copies.) Let us not forget that this is our institution.
We pay large sums to be here and will probably continue to
support it for the rest of our lives. There is nothing wrong with
demanding accountability from the administration and the faculty, just as we demand it from our student government
Sincerely,
Pedro A. Ramos
To the Editor:
I want to respond to the letter in last week's issue in which
Dave Moran criticized the LSSS for sending a letter to the
faculty. Mr. Moran seems to disagree not only with the content
of the criticism of the faculty , but also with the fact that a letter
was sent at alL It is unclear whether Mr. Moran described LSSS
as only "theoretically representative" because in this case he
holds a minority view and the majority of the LSSS chose to do
something hedidn' t like, or whether he means to suggest that the
LSSS is unrepresentative of students generally. If it is the frrst
point he wished to make, then he is surely aware that this is
always the case with a democracy: the majority gets to decide
on policy, and implement it over the wishes of the minority
(withinthe limits oftheConstitution). There isasmallbutvocal
minority in this country whoopposed war in the Gulf. However,
.•~?~~~s yo,~d\.1!?. $,uppol'} the~Pf~!d~~·s ?<?lirY~ , 1'1\i~ -~·~on
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Placement Office Has Failed
by Robert Mandel
On behalf of an alarming number of students at the University of Michigan Law School, the Res Gestae wishes to express
our dissatisfaction with the performance of the placement office
this year.
The placement office has failed us. The office !s
undoubtedly geared toward helping second and third year
students obtain positions with corporate law firms. With these
limited goals, lhe placement offi ce may in fact do an adequate
job. The goals of the placement office are, however, far too
limited. The office's performance this year was deficient in two
respects. First, very liUle effort was exerted to help ftrst year
students obtain legal work, both in firms or public interest, for
the upcoming summer. Second, next to zero effort was exerted
to help any Michigan law students find public interest work.
Srudents must, of course, bare a great deal of responsibility for
establishing !heir own careers. Admittedly, students must be
agressive in obtaining legal work. The placement office must,
however, become more aggressive itself in two respects. First,
the office must make a ·..:onccrtcd effort to keep students better
informed about how to find legal work with f;.rm s and public
interest organizations. With respect to firms, the advice to firstyears was to send out resumes no earlier th:1:1 the "agreed upon"
date in the NALP guidelines. This particular piece ofadvice was
poor. Law ftrms throughout the country were interviewing ftrStyear law students as early as November,and hiring them as early
as the first half of December. The office should have known
enough about how things really work to go beyond merely

telling us how things are supposed to work. With respect to
public interest organizations, the advice to first-years was that
this is where they should concentrate their efforts. But how?
The resources devoted toward helping any law students at this
school fmd public interest work are sorely lacking. What is
Room 217? For most students, Room 217 is a mystery. The
binders are poorly organized and often outdated. Somewhat like
a blackhole, Room 217 has the capacity to suck the will out of
any student to seek ou< inforro.ation about public interest opportunities.
Second, the office must make an aggressive effort to
help Michigan law students "sell" themselves, especially as the
market becomes increasingly tight Located somewhere-inthe-middle-of-no-where, Michigan, this law school is obviously distant from the major legal markets. Students who attend
law schools located in the major markets have much easier
access 10 law firms. With far less expense, the ftrms can
interview these students and these students can contact the
ftrms. Michigan law students do not have that advantage.
StudenL~ here must do what they can to attract firms to us and it
does not look as if having the words "Michigan Law" on their
resumes madea whole lot ofdifference this year. The placement
office absolutely must enhance its efforts to help law students
help themselves. Law students at schools far less prestigious
than ours have obtained the type of work that most of us are wellsuited for. Unfortunately, our placement office does not appear
to be well-suited for its own job.

may have been distasteful to some citizens, but that docs not
make it illegitimate, even though it cost a "substantial amount
of our money." Mr.Moran is thus free to complain to hisclccted
representatives, but he can' t expect them to act only as private
citizens. When the LSSS thinks that the majority of students
would agree, it is entirely appropriate for them to pass resolutions criticizing the faculty or administration of the Law school.
What is a student government for if not to voice student views?
And what better mechanism is there for voicing student views
than our elected representatives? If Mr. Moran's criticism was
instead directed at the represcntativenessoftheLSSS, then I can
only say that there has never been any charge that the election
procedures were unfair, only that not enough people choose to
run. Perhaps when people sec the LSSS doing things, taking
stands on issues of concern to students more people will run for
the Senate; if the newly elected representatives choose not to
criticize the liw School, so be it.
Now, as to the substance of the LSSS letter which Mr.
Moran disagreed with. I ftrSt want to publicly thank the LSSS
for doing something. besides sponsoring social and sporting
events. The administration and faculty should hear regularly
about student complaints from the LSSS, and not just from the
Basement Groups and individual complaints. Like Mr. Moran,
I have also attended many lectures in my two and a half years
here. However, I have never seen fewer than four faculty
members at a room 100 lecture, which is what I saw at Derrick
Bell's speech. For instance, the night before when a General
came to debate the Army's ban on gay and lesbian soldiers there
were about ten professors present. At any rate the number of
professors in attendance at other speakers is not the issue since
other speakers do not "embody the very principles that our
administration claims to hold," as Derrick Bell does.
Attendance at speeches is a matter of individual choice, as
Mr. Moran says it should be. What the LSSS recognized is that
indjvidual choices tell us something about individuals' priorities and values. When the people who run our law school
demonstrate that they do not share our values and priorities, it is
perfectly appropriate to criticize them. When the people who
run our law school say they care about diversity but do little to
achieve it, and then skip a speech by a well-known, highly'respected advOcate diversity. il seemsieaso'nable to qoesti6n

what their real priorities arc.
Mr. Moran then attempts to excuse the faculty by suggesting that there was no way they could have known that Derrick
Bell would talk about diversification of law school faculty because it was not indicated by the title of his talk, "Final Civil
Rights Act" Any well-informed law professor certainly should
know that Derrick Bell has recently taken an unpaid leave of
absence from Harvard Law School in protest of their lack of
diversity. It would not be unexpected, to say the least, that he
would, among other topics, discuss law school faculty diversity.
In addition, the lack of attendance at Professor Bell's speech
says something regardless of the content of his speech. The lack
of attendance showed a lack of respect for the scholarship and
contributions Derrick Bell has made to legal understanding.
This could, as the LSSS letter suggested, be a regrettable coincidence. It could also be that legal academia in general undervalue the contributions of minority scholars. Such an attitude is
unacceptable, but would explain why offers to teach are rarely
made to minority scholars until some other top law school hires
them-once they are given this "seal of approval" we make
them an offer too, but it's usually too late.

ot

Sincerely,
Christine Webber

Dave Moran responds:
Dear Editor,
My original point still stands: since faculty lecture attendance has historically been so low, no inference whatsoever is
justified by the low turnout at Derrick Bell's talk. My "allempt
to excuse" the faculty was sarcastic; I don't believe those who
missed the talk (that is, almost all of the faculty and most of the
student body, including some LSSS members) need any excuse
at all to miss an outside speaker.
Sincerely,
Dave Moran
,.
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Finding Public Interest Jobs
Despite Placement Office
By Christine Webber
There .:re some facts that everyone, especial)y first years need
to know about the placement process for pubI ic interest jobs,
and there are some opinions I have about how it could be
better. First the facts:
1) There are jobs available in public interest law-especially
in the summer. There is less competition than for law firm
1
jobs, since many ~ewer people appiy:
•
2) There a:~ v.·ay:; 1.0 get pale for these jobs: t:ucugh the organizations own funds (rare); through fellowships given in
certain cities (ie. PILI in Chicago); and through Student
Funded Fellowships (the largest such program in the ccuntry). The amount of money is not large, but it is encugh to live
on for a summer.
3) Although you can not earn enough to pay your tuition and
other school expenses, you can borrow more money to cover
these expenses. The loans can be paid off through the law
school's loan forgiveness program if you decide to go into
public interest or other low paying work after you graduate.
·1They can be paid off out of the much larger salary you 'II car.:
if you decide to go work for a law finn.
~) Public interest jo!>s are fun! They are interesting, challenging, and useful. It is almost guaranteed that you can find a
public interest job that you will enjoy more than any ftrm job.
The jobs include a wide range of private organizations, legal
assistance agencies, and various Stateand federa! govcmr.w•a
positions.
5) You can find a joo using the resources of 1:x.>J'l 21 ;·, the
branch of the placemer.t office devoted entirely to public
interest and government
job opportunities. It is not as easy as
t
g[.,.ing the place~ent office 40 resume$ and t.hen signing •;}
for who you want to interview with, but if you look there are
resources.
6) There is a student group-the Public Interest Law Committee-that exists to both improve the placement process
and to help individuals through the public interest job search.
A guide to room 217 will be available soon, and anyone who
contacts the committee will be given personal assistance by
people who have found jobs through room 217 and other
sources. (contact Beth Grossman if you are interested in such
..help)
7) One source of job information is a computer database
available on several computers i}l the law school computer
room. The placement database is divided by category. There
are se~ databases for public defenders and prosecutors.
There are many public interest organizations included with
the legal assistance,grotips on the legal aid database. Having
chosen adatabase you can search fororganizati0.'13i.• any city
or state. The list of names and addresses can be printed out or
copied to a disk so that you can easily mailleuers out to those
organizations. The computer will give you instructions on
how to do these searches.
Now some opinion.
It is possible to fand public interest jobs, but it is not as easy
a5 the process for fmding law ftrm jobs, and it's not as easy as
it could be. It will never be as easy to interview with public
interest employers since very few of them can afford 10 come
interview here. But it could and should be easier to get
information about the organizations and jobs that are out
there. The National Association of Law Placement (NALP)
provides information on virtually evuy law firm in the
country with the NALP books. They are orgFed alphabetically within each geographic location and are updated every
yw. There is no comparable survey of public interest law,
although NAPIL (National Association for Public Interest
Law) is trying with their ACCESS Survey. Room 217
contains a large number of books: some are useful, some
aren't; some seem useful but are hopelessly out of date.
While there area lot of books in room 217, it takes a long time
to search each one for jobs in the geographic and subject area
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One Black Man's Opinion
"There is a little Mike in all of us"
By Tim WiUiams
How successful is the "system" in dealing with racism in
America? When I say "system" I am referring to the Governmental machine that we have established based upon the notion
that all men (persons) are created equal; one man (person) one
vote; life, liberty and the pUJSuit of happiness, ad infmitum.... I
have stn1e31Pr1 with this question of effectiveness for a long
time. On the one hand, going outside of the "system" to bring
about racial equality could be seen as saying that that individual
has no faith in the "system". But, looking at the situation of the
majority of Black Americans (living in high crime and poverty
stricken areas, a majority of Blacks live below the poverty line,
poor educational opportunities,...etc); whatever other strategy
that is tried could not hun.
Given my confusion, I was excited to bear Professor
Derrick A. Bell, jr., Law professor at Harvard University, speak
to the Law school community on February 14·1991 and hear his
views on the state of racial equality in America. His words
addressing this same conflict were like music to my ears.
Because I consider myself a man of reason, I often feel uncomfortable when confronted with ideas of moving outside of the
"system" because I have hope for a racially equal America. It
is (was?) my belief that all people are created equal, that racism
stems from ignorance and that people, given the proper information, would bow to reason. I was taught at a very young age that
it was wrong for me to feel any animosity towards any white
person who didn't accept me because I was Black since those
types of thoughts would make me as wrong as that person was.
I had no doubts in my mind that I was equal to any white person.
But in retrospect, it was an equality that was formed by white
ideals and white standards. As I have grown older and taken
time to try to educate myself on what it means to be a Black man
in America, I often fmd myself arguing, to people who are less
radical than I, that Blacks should move outside of the "system".
I feel this way as I learn more about the history of Black
Americans in the United States, theoriginalintentoftheframers
of the Constitution not to include African people into their
deftnitions of all men (persons), the raping of Black women in
slave times and the brutality of state and local police departments and the federal Government against Black men in the

antebellum South as well as today. To hear Professor Bell, a
published scholar and legal academician, speak of moving
outside of the "system" was like having all of my own thoughts
and fears validated.
Professor Bell spoke of moving outside of the "system" to
bring about racial equality for Blacks by enacting a "Final Civil
Righrs Act" that would license discrimination and fine those
who discriminated without a license. The proceeds from the
licensing and the fines are to be used to fund development in
underprivileged Black communities (such as decent housing,
improved educational facilities, small business development
loans, etc...). This Final Act comes from a realization on
Professors Bell's part, ifnot most Black Americans, that the idea
of a truly integrated society is not going to happen. Given this
realization, Black Americans must recognize the need to develop strong Black communities. Black communities that no
longer rely on crumbs from the "system's" tables but are
independent and come to the dinner with demands of their own.
Depending on your alignment along the political spectrum, this
seems like pretty radical stuff, huh? But before you answer,
listen to some other proposed radical movements that are
outside of the "system".
This Nations history has shown that one of the best ways to
bring aboutanypositivechange is through violence. In Milwaukee, WI, Alderman Michael McGhee has given city officials an
ultimatum: If there are no changes in the high unemployment
rate, the lack of decent housing, the increasing teenage pregnancy rates, a poor educational "system", raciaJly motivated
police brutality,and sub par urban development in his inner city
district by 1995, he will resort to violence upon the whites of the
city until these problem areas are addressed. Ycs, he is serious.
McGhee says that the condition that he is creating, fear for
personal safety, is analogous to the fears that his constituents
face everyday. He has started to form his Black Panther Militia
(he is a Fonner Black Panther himself), and will begin to enlist
and train young Black male constituents as soon as this year.
The militia will be trained initially to police the surrounding
community. But as the deadline nears, the group will be used,
according to McGhee, as snipers and hitmcn.
Because Alderman McGhee is advocating such rash meas-

urcs, he is receiving criticism, to put it mildly, from cityofficials
and the local and national media. He is also receiving supportAs Prof. Bell stated to an echo of resounding applause, "We
need more Mike McGhees!" Alderman McGhee has defended
his stance by truthfully pointmg out 1) that we live in an already
violent society and 2) it is through violence that America has
seen it greatest changes (the American Revolution. rhe Civil
War,and theriotsofthclatc I960'sjustto nameafew). Michael
McGhee is working outside of the "system" to change what he
sees as the problems of his community. His premise simply
stated is that the "system" has not worked for him. Whether o r
not he is serious is yet to be seen. But based on the anger and
frustration fell by many Blacks after years of following the path
of least resistance and rd' anu on the "system", bow many
Americans arc willing to"'" t and trnd out?
In being consistent with my confusion, I have no opinion.
I hear the arguments of Michael McGhee all too well because I
know whereheiscoming from, literally. This is my angry side.
Buton the other hand, Isee how the threat or violence can be disruptive to our democratic "system". This is my rational side.
This confusion reminds me of a scene from the movie the Color
Purple where Sophia, returning from defending herself from
being beaten by her husband, Harpo, admonishes Miss Celie
and asks her why she lets her husband beat on her. Celie slow!Y,
and in a childlike innocence replies, "this life will soon be over,
then I'll be ready for the afterlife." Sophia quickly quips back
that "the afterlife don't mean nothing, what you need to do is get
a hammer and hit mister over the head!" I think Mike saw this
movie too.
If moving outside of the "system" is the solution, Black
Americans must be cautious not to pass judgment on others the
way that it was passed upon us. Moving outside of the "system"
only means that Black Americans have a different agenda that
is not being addressed from within it. It does not mean that we
arc any bcucr than those that it docs work for. In making any
type of move we must always remember where we are going,
where we came from and most importantly, the lessons learned
along the way.
This has been one Black man's opinion.

Critiquing Anti-Feminism
"Women have crudfied the Mary Wollsfonecrafts, the cal agendas come under the rubric of feminism, at its most
Fanny Wrights, and 1he George Sands ofall ages. Men mock us fundamental level, feminism stands for the proposition that
with the fact and say we are ever cruel to each other. If this women have a right to equality. It seems to me, therefore, a
present woman must be crucified, let men drive the spikes."
peculiar form of self-depreciation for a woman to deny she is a
-Elizabeth Cady Stanton
feminist
Some of the aversion to the feminist label comes from
By Tracy Birmingham
women who claim they don't agree with the feminist political
I am a feminist Here at Michigan Law School, that word agenda. First of all, there is no consensus on a feminist agenda,
occasionally provokes the same kind of hostility and fear but many disparate views on the way women should seek
usually reserved for rabid animals and noxious communicable equality. Although disagreement concerning methods of obdiseases. What is particularly disturbing, however, are those taining this goal is to be expected, this would not justify the
occasions when the animosity comes from another woman. repudiation of equality which anti-feminism represents.
This anti-feminist woman is a product of a male-dominated
Many of these women who avidly disclaim a feminist
social structure bent on preserving the status quo. She has affiliation would agree, however, that women are entitled to
bought into the argument which would keep women in a equality. This contradiction can be explained by recognizing
marginalized position in this culture. Her anti-feminism be- that renunciation of feminism on such a levelis, in fact, aversion
comes a part of that argument. She is used to justify and to the stereotypical image of thcfeminist rather than objection
legitimize an oppressive system. Through her anti-feminism, to an actual feministagcnda. Why, then, should it mauer if these
she not only forfeits equality for herself, but also contributes to women call themselves "feminists"? The importance of atdiscrimination against other women.
fmnatively identifying as a feminist is revealed in the very
There is much confusion about what it means to be a stereotype which prevents this type ofanti-feminist fromclaimfeminist. I don'thate men. I have no hidden desire for a penis. ing her equality.
I like being a woman; my dissatisfaction is with a society which
The stereotype of the man-hating, castrating bitch feminist
defines womanhood in a way which relegates my gender to a is oddly phallocentric. It seems to suggest that a woman can
po~n:o.npf ~ubmdi~¥!on. Altho~h !lla.i~!deologi~~a~,poUti-. either have heterosexual relationships or she can be a feminist.
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The anti-feminist appears to believe that her attraCtiveness to
men is based in the traditional (anti-feminist) conception of
"femininity", which is characterized primarily by passivity.
These women reject feminism because men don'tlikefeminists.
Feminism rejects traditional femminity because the passivity
and weakness it espouses is central to the subordination of
women. By the very act of refusing affiliation with feminism ,
these anti-feminists embrace the passivity of the traditional
femininity and funher their own subordination. The principleof
equality to which they would agree demands assertiveness; their
anti-feminism is based in passivity.
Another form of anti-feminism defends the ideology of
domesticiiy. They seem to believe that feminism maligns
women who choose a domestic vocation. On the contrary, many
feminists assert that women have been systematically undervalued in their domestic roles, and demeaned by the society which
assigned them these roles. Feminists do not devalue the domestic role of women, we merely recognize that society does not
hold the domestic role in esteem. Saying that women are
demeaned docs not demean women. It is not the feminists but
society whic)l is hostile to the domestic woman
The anti -feminists who defend the ideology of domesticity
do not mere! yaccept gender stereotypes, they promote themand
point to the many "advantages" we gain by the limitations
S<'c FEMTNIS!If, page 5
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The Rebuttal Column
by Chuck King

really about oil (gas pump prices are back under a dollar a
There's a disease afflicting American culture; as Led gallon), and I don' t think it was a racist plot to kill off all the
Zeppelin would say,a Communication Breakdown. To be more blacks in the military (remember, while there may be a disprospecific, peopledon'treallytalktoeachotheranymore;instead, portionate number of blacks in the military, it's still mostly
they talk at each other. Dialogue is being replaced by mono- white). I have another theory about the cause oi that conflict,
Iogue.
which I'm sure history books will refer to as the Hundred Hours
It particularly pains me to see this happening here at the War.
University of Michigan, allegedly an institution of higher learnCentral to this theory is a concept I like tocall"foam-at-theing. At our university, if anywhere, we should strive for the free mouth words." These are simply words which cause the average
exc~ge of ideas and viewpoints. It saddens me to say, how- red-blooded American to go into a fit of righteous patriotic
ever, that of all the schools I've ever attended (and I've attended fervor when he or she hears them. The big foam-at-the-mouth
several), nowhere have I ever seen a greater proliferation of word for most of our lives was COMMUNISM. Thanks to the
knee-jerk reactionary politically-correctness than I have here. efforts of Joe McCarthy, all through the sixties, seventies and
Nowhere have I seen students take such a one-sided subjective most of the eighties, if you said "Communism!" to most Amenapproach to the issues confronting them. Nowhere have I seen cans, they saw red. (Ha ha! A smaii joke there.)
students more willing to ignore facts which don't fit with their
For a long time, Presidents were forced to take this into
idea of how the world should woric.
account in setting policy, so you found otherwise peaceable men
You may say, "There may be people like that here, but likeJohnKennedyandLyndonJohnsonfightingapvintlesswar
that'snoteveryone.That'sjustavocalminority.That'snotme." in Vietnam in the name of stopping Communi~. A strange
It probably isn't you. I think it's mainly undergrads; law • thing occurred, though, during the rei~n of Ronald Reag2.ll. He
students have too much homework to concern themselves with turned the tables. He was able to get the Arne1 ican people to
political activism. Still, I've got news for you, folks: it's the accept all kinds of ridiculous appropriations and give up ali
vocal group who will get things done. They are the ones who will kinds of social programs because he needed thcd" suppon tostop
set the course of our society. I worry, and you should worry, that Communism, in the form of the Evilc11pire-.
that course may be set by people whose entire political philosoIt appeared this would work for ..1e Bush administration,
phy is contained in a few catchy slogans. Invariably, such an too, until Communism imploded in 1989. In the absence of a
approach focuses almost entirely on the symptoms of social clear external threat, the American p:biic began to notice a few
problems and ignores the causes.
things about President Bush, like his lac~ of any responsible
Hence, this column. In the interest of tu'lling high-minded fiscal policy and the failure of .tv'..r. "No 'ew Taxes," the man
rhetoric into practical discourse, I will be r~'plying, as the title who called himself the Environmental President and the Educaindicatcs, to editorials, articles, and opinion pieces printed in our tion President, to follow through or. ·his campaign promises.
campus media, particularly the Res Gestae, Michigan Daily, Clearly, the administration needed a new foam-at-the-mouth
and Mich igan Review. In all likelihood I will advocate positions word in a hurry.
I don't believe in, and positions which a lot of people will
First, they tried DRUGS. The President declared a war on
probably disagree with, but my challenge to all of you is this: drugs. Did anyone notice how quickly that program followed
refute my arguments. Talk about why my positions arc invalid. the end of the Cold War? If the administration could get the
In law parlance, try the case on its merits.
American people hot and bothered about the drug problem,
There's my column manifesto. That's the last sua sponte perhaps attention would be directed away from other, more
thing I'm going to say.
embarrassing problems. This, as we all know, didn't work.
There are lots of reasons for this, but I think the biggest was that
In this column, I'd like to reply to an open question posed pouring more money into fighting drugs didn' t have any effect
by Nancy Paine in the February 18 issue of the R. G. Towards people could see, if it had any effect at all. In any event, once
the end of her piece on the war in the gulf, she posed the question, again the administration was in a bind, and needed a new foam"Why arc we fighting this war?" This, coincidentally, is a at-the-mouth word in a hurry.
subject to which I've given much thoughL I don't think it was
Then, like a gift from heaven, Saddam Hussein invaded

PUBLIC
Continued j.-om page 4

you are interested in. What is needed is a database like the cne
currently available, but including more information. Ccrr~ntly
one can search only by geographic location. The only subjecL"
available are public defender, prosecutor, and legal :lid. !dcally
students wl'uld be able to search by city and subjecL The hst of
names and addresses generated should also include either a
shon summary of what the organization does or a reference to
which book in room 217 contains more information about the
organization. The addresses need to be kept up-to-date by
annually contacting the organizations. Although some organizations wouldn't have time or staff to answer letters requesting
up dates, they could all be telephoned if sufficient resources
were devOted to the task.
We also need to increase the number of organizations that are
listed on the database. After all of the organizations that are
currently listed in room 217 books are added to the database, we
have to devise ways to find out about more public interest
organizations and job prospectS.
It will take resources to accomplish all of these goals, and perhaps some
of the projectS are large enough that they should be done in cooperation
with other law schools to share the burden, but it must be done.
Substantial resources are devoted to facilitating the job search for law
finn jobs, we need to start facilitating the search for public interest jobs.

Answers from puzzle on page 10

Feminism
Continued from page 4

imposed by the gender roles which this society prescribes.
These are not in actuality advantages because they are not
chosen but forced upon women. Furthermore, most of the
"advantages" of the gender role prescribed for women entail an
economic detriment and a (opposite of elevated) social status.
These anti-feminists embrace their own marginalization.
A third type ofanti-feminist is the economically or socially
advantaged woman who defends the status quo which has
created her relative degree of privilege. She has been co-opted;
she has a stake in the status quo which oppresses her gender, and
she adopts the ideology of the oppressor. Her anti-feminist
attack on feminism echoes the resistance of a discriminatory
system to progressive change. She fails to acknowledge that she
herself would have been unable to obtain her present position
but for the prior efforts of the women's movement. Her success
has been bought by conforming to the standard of discrimination.

Kuwait. There was the new foam-at-the-mouth word: IRAQ. It
was perfect. Americans love war in the first place, and ever since
the Iranian hostage debacle in the late :;even ties and before that
the Arab oil embargoes, Americans haYe i!s general disliked
Arabs. A nice little milita.-y conflict would cause Americails to
rally round the flag, which would be held reverently by GeNge
Bush. And as it turned oui., this !s prec;selv what happene<i. Yo!.!
might :101 know it from looking around •.ampus here, but the
Hundred Hours War was very popular in America.
The practical result of ali; this is, now everybody loves
George Bush. I'm not su:e if being tl':e Savior of Kuwait will
save him, though. I w~ sure tte Iran-ConL-a scandal woll.ld
wrec.·c Republican chan·:e!: in 1988, but that wasn't the case. The
Americ:m public memory is very short. In the months between
the scandal and the election, the whole mauer was forgotten.
This war may be forgotten,too,atleastas far a.; its political va.Iuc
is collCerned.
The Republican!' betters tart looking for a new foam-at-themouth word.

Here at law school, we are a small group of women who
have been permitted to enter the rarified atmosphere of male
power, and have done so against significant odds. We risk
becoming token women, held up as a shining examples of the
opportunities available to women without acknowledging that
weare the exceptions. The anti-feminist is so used by the system
she defends. She is the token to be used as a facade to hide the
oppression and suffering of other women. Her anti-feminist
rhetoric will be be portrayed as the voice ofall women,covering
the quiet created when women are silenced by oppression.
Female students here will have an opponunity to exercise power
which is unavailable to most women. The anti-feminists among
us will use this influence to promote discrimination by the status
quo and discredit those who would work to advance equality.
Women will be crucified, and these anti-feminist women will
drive the spikes.
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The Docket
Tuesday. March 12

Arbor for the Lesbian and Gay community, with information about upcoming or suggested
events, or with any other concerns which LGLSA might be able to address.
Wbat is it like to be a woman student at the U ofM? Share your stories with the Presidents
The LGLSA number is998-6136. Our Office Hours Schdule is as follows: Mon: 9-5; Tue5:
Advisory Commission on Women's Issues. Forum on the experience of Women Students: 4-6 9-12; Wed: 11-12, 1-2, 3-5; Thurs: 3-4; and Fri: 9-11. We hope to expand this schedule in the
· -~
· future. In the meantime, we will respond to all messages lett on our answering machine as soon
p.m., Room 220 Hutchins Hall.
as possible.
Professor St. Antoine will lead a discussion ofSalary Arbitration in Major League Baseball
at a brown bag lunch at 12:30 p.m. in the Lawyers Club Lounge. Sponsored by the Sports Law
The Environmental Law Society wiJI be hosting a panel on the Clean AU Acton March 15th
Society.
from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00p.m. in Honigman Auditorium with a reception to follow.
The semifinal rounds of this year's Campbell Competition will be held from 3:30 p.m.
Senior Judge Applications:
to 7:00 p.m. in Honigman Auditorium. All students are welcome and fust-year students
Applications for appointment to the position of Scmor Judge in the Writing and Advocacy
especially are encouraged to attend. One team from each docket wiU be selected to appear in the program will be available Monday, March 4, from the rcccpuonist on the third floor of Hutch~ns
Campbell Competition Final Round in April.
Hall. No specific experience is required. Teaching experience as ajuniorclerk,tutor, or otherwiSe
is desirable, but not necessary. Writing experience through the Campbell Competition, Law
Back by Popular Demand- the yearbook presale! There are only about 50 copies left, Review, or the joumaJs is helpful, but not req wred. Senior Judges recei vc an honorari urn ofS 1000
so be sure and order yours today at the table outside Honigman Auditorium (100 Hutchins Hall) per semester and earn two hours credit per semester as well. If you have any questions, contact
between 9-10 or Il-l :30. The cost is S32 cash or check. Any questions? Pendaflex Jill Bernson. Mary White (414 HH, 763-6256) or the program secretary, Carol Yorkiewitz (4 18 HH, 7636750). Interviews will begin Wednesday, March 13. The deadline for applications is 5:00p.m.
Wednesday. March 13
on Friday, March 22.
More semifinal rounds of this year's Campbell Competition will be held from 6:30p.m. to
Senior Day:
l 0:00p.m. in Honigman Auditorium. All students are welcome and first-year students especially
Any student who will be graduating in May, August, or December I991 may participate in
are encouraged to attend. One team from each docket will be selected to appear in the Campbell the May 12, 1991 Senior Day ceremony. If you plan to partictpate, it would be appreciated if you
Competition Final Round in April.
would pick up a registration form from the Receptionist on the third floor of Hutchins Hall , fill
it out and leave it with the Receptionist. We need to kno.,., how rnany plan to participate and ho.,.,
Back by Popular Demand - the yearbook presale! There are only about 50 copies left, so many guests to expect. If you plan NOT to attend, please fill out a registration form anywaybe sure and order yours today at the table outside Honigman Auditorium (100 Hutchins Hall) put your name on it and check the box indicating that you\\ til not be parttcipating- and leave
between 9-10or 11-1:30. The cost isS32 cash or check. Any questions? Pendaflex Jill Bernson. it with the Receptionist. This way we wtll knowdcfinnclythat you arc not attending. The deadline
for registraling is April 15; the dcatlline for ordering your acatkmic auire is March 29.
Thursday. March 14
A Pot of Gold awaits student organi1.ations. If you \\ 1~h to have fundi ng for an upcoming
Bowling Tournament at 9:30p.m. at Belmark Lanes. Sign-ups will take place tn front of event or project, contact MSA Rep Michael Davtd Warren, Jr.
Honigman Auditorium (Room 100) Hutchins Hall Tuesday, March 12 through Thursday, March
14 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Fourteen teams maximum. Sponsored by the Law School Sports
The Deadline for applying to be an orientation leader is Fnday, March 15. Any
Committee.
applications received after that date will be held and used on a "need to use" basis (i.e., if an
asstgned orientation leader has to withdraw his/her applicauon).
Thongs play the .Medical School at 11:00 p.m. at Yost Field House.
La.... yers Club 1991-1992 Room re-application. Imporunt Dates:
Friday. March 15
March 18 and 19: Sign the lease to retain your present room. The Lawyers Club Main Desk.
March 20: Pull a Lottery Number with your priority. The Lawyers Club Main Lounge
"Clean Air in the 1990's" The Environmenlal Law Society will present a panel dtscussion between I0 a.m. and 2 p.m.
on the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 form 1 p.m. to 5:30p.m. in Honigman Auditorium.
March 21 and 22: Choose a room and sign a lease. You will be assigned a 5 minute
A reception will follow. Panelist include:
appointment to choose your room and sign a lease. Appointments wtll be made according to
- Bill Roberts, Legislative Director, Environ menLa! Defense Fund
priority of lottery number within seniority. You MUST sign a lease to a room.
-Timothy L. Williamson, Senior Asst. Regional Counsel, U.S. Environmenlal Protection
A student who signs a lease to retain his/her current room is not eligible to participate in the
Agency, Region I (U-M Law Alum)
lottery.
- David F. Hales, Director, Michigan Department of Natural Resources
- Michael F. Rodenberg, Administrator of AU Programs, Detroit Edison Co.
The Big Bro/Sis Program: Attenuon all First- and Second-year law students!! The law
-Donald R. Buist, Director, Ford Motor's Emission and Fuel Economy Office
school is in need of volunteers for the Big Brother/Big Sister Program. I'd like to take a few
-Bob Larson, Chief, Certification Pc!icy and Support Branch, U.S. Environmental Protec- moments to inform you of what the program is about and what would be expected of you as a Big
tion Agency- Auto Emissions Lab
Brother/Sister.
Each panelist will be given an opportunity to speak individually followed by a looselyThe Big Bro/Sts Program is fairly new but has been successful. Its purpose is to provide
formatted discussion moderated by Professor James 'Krier. In general, the panel will discuss the newly admitted students with a resource person to answer questions and supply information
g~:neral content of the Amendments, the legislative process which lead to the passage or' the which may not bt}-readily available to new students. Volunteers will find out who their liule
Amendments and the impact that implementation will have on such groups as the automotive sibling is probably in June. It is the voluntecr'sresponsibtltty to contact your LittleBro/Sisduring
industry and utility companies.
the summer to select a date to meet when you return to Ann Arbor. In addition, a pizza pany is
planned for September in the Lawyers Club Lounge for the Bigs and Littles to meet.
It's been a while since that last dry glass of Yugoslavian wine, hasn't it? Can't you
Anyone interested, please see Lisa Buyckes in 310 Hutchins or call her at 764-5289. For
remember the last time you had your fill of Lebanese wine, can you? Well, your wait is over. those who have already signed up "Thank You!"
Come to the International Wine Tasting Party from 8-10 p.m. in the Lawyers Club Lounge. You
and your friends can quench both your thirst and your curiosity for a paltry $2.
Individual External Studies Program: Interested students may establish external pro-

The Lesbian Gay Students Alliance announces the establishment of its Office Hours. We
welcome students to call us with any questions about LGLSA or about the quality of life in Ann

grams both in the U.S. and overseas for one semester of crediL Copies of the domestic and
intemalionaJ extemship guideline can be found in the rack outside Room 310 HH. Students need
to submit externship proposals for the 1991 fall term to Virginia Gordon by April 1, 199 1, for
review by a faculty committee. Students need to apply directly to and get accepted by the
extemship agencies in which they are interested. If you have any questions about extemships,
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D emocrats~
>leaSe see Virginia Gordon (303 HH) during her office hours.
The Legal Assistance for Urban Communities course is designed to provide legal counsel
for Detroit community development organizations. Through a clinical program, students provide
;echnical and legal assistance in community cconomicdevelopmentareas. Beginning in the 1991,
.egal assistance is being rendered on six projects. Those projects include: researching Michigan
;roperty tax law governing foreclosure especially as it relates to abandoned property, formulating
;ommunity economic development corporations for organizations getting involved in commer;ial development, assisting a women's organization to develop residential transitional housing,
!.SSisting a neighborhood association develop a community recreation center and developing a
university-wide technical assistance network. Throughout the semester, the projects have
demanded attendance at Detroit community meetings as well as ongoing research and writing.
There is a weekly class meeting where students share an update on their projects and jointly
develop strategies on subsequent steps.
Students interested i this course will need to fill out an application, provide a copy of their
resume and ~hedule a personalmtcrview. There will be limited enrollment Applications can
be obtained from Lhe Records Office or 341 Hutchins Hall. Interviews need to be arranged wtth
the course instructor Rochelle E. Lento who can be reached at 998-6124 or (313) 882-1176 or by
stoppmg by Rochelle Lento's ofl1ce m room 3030, 721 S. State Street
Summer Sublet/Housing: Students wishing to sublet their apartments or describe their
housing needs may do so b) ftlhng out a preprinted 3 X 5 card in the small black "Housing" box
located on the table on the 3rd floor of the Studem scrv1ces reception area. A copy of the complete
index card will be sent to mcomtng summer starters in the Admissions Packet mruhngs beginnmg
March 15, 1991.
Law School Orientation Leaders may now apply to be summer/fall and fall transfer
student orientation leaders You may pick up an application from Sherry Kozlouski (301 HH).
Selected leaders will be rcqulrl'd 10 attend 3 training sessions in March-April and a pre-orientation
picnic meeting at Dean Eklund's home.
Orientation will occur on:
Summer- Tuesday, May 2H & Wednesday, May 29
Fall- Thursday, August ~<J & Friday, August30
*Transfer student orientation (note: transfer students are especially needed to apply).
Free I\1PRE Review: you arc 1n v1tcd to a free MPRE review course. Avideo-taped presentation
be given by Professor Rotunda, co-author of the textbook used in Lawyers & Clients.
~londay, March 11, 6-9 p.m. 10 Room 150. Outhnes prepared by Professor Rotunda arc also
arailable for S25.00. See John ~tueller or Julte Chen. Sponsored by PMBR.

1;1U

Contests
Please see Lisa Buyckes (310 Hutchins) for details on the following contest
The University of Tulsa announces the Fifteenth Annual National Energy Law and Policy
lnsutute (NELPI) Ener&> Lav. ES'>J} Competition. The prize for the best essay is S300 for the
author and S200 for the school the student repr~ents. The topic may be postmarked mo later than
April 1, 1991.
. The American Law Institute-Amencan Bar Association Comminee on Continuing ProfesSIOnal Education (ALI-ABA) is pleased to announce its third "Annual CLEEssay Contest" The
first prize isS 1000 and public alton m ALI-ABA's CLE Journal and Registrar. The Essay should
address the question "To what extent do ethical obligations, including those of client confidentiality,limit a lawyer's usc of personal experience in educating other lawyers?" Essays must be
postmarked no later than Apnl I, 1991.
The University of Iowa is proud to announce the First armual Transnational Law & Contemporary Problem Legal Wriung Competition. Any topic is acceptable if it covers Lhe "legal or
regulatory implications of the global food rcg~11e." The award will be $1500 and publication in
this year's symposium. The deadltnc is April 1, 1991.
The Family Law Section of the American Bar Association will conduct the Howard C. Schwab
Memorial A~ard Essay Contest. Thiscontcst is for first and second year law students only whose
ftrstyearcumculum focused somewhat on Fam1lyLawmatters. Prizes are: Ist -S700,2nd -$500,
3rd · 5300 and published m the Family Law Quarterly. Entries are to postmarked no later than
April8, 1991.
Any organization or Law School Department wishing to place an announcement in The
Docket: Please word the announcement as you wish it to appear in The Docket and
delire_r it to the Res ~estae's pendanex outside room 300 Hutchins Hall before 5:00pm
on Frtday to appear m the follow ing Monday's Docket For Docket announcements,
When the Res Gestae is not publishing, contact Mickey Slayton, Room 303 Hutchins Hall.

Prospects for
~92
By Todd Watkins
With the announcement last week by former Senator Paul Tsongas it became apparent that
even after the war in the Persian Gulf there is still a Democratic party and there will still be an
election in 1992. Tsongas is a liberal, Greek, Democrat from Massachuseus. Sound familiar? It
should, he is a close friend and ally of Mike Dukakis. Senator Tsongas left the Senate in 1984
when he was diagnosed with cancer. (It's now in remission).
Without having heard why he's running for President or what his message is, I can safely
say that Tsongas is the wrong person for the Democrats in 1992. The last thing anyone needs is
a rerun of the ugliest election in recent history. No, the people have spoken,and for bcaeror worse
they don't want liberals from Massachusetts whose names they're not sure how to pronounce.
But, who should run against George Bush in 1992?
Some would ask why I'm wondering about the right to be the next victim of the Republican
hammerlock on the White House. Perhaps a former senator who's recovering from cancer is
exactly the person who should run. I mean, whoever runs IS just going to end up as a historical
foomote or a question for final jeopardy. And why does someone have to run anyway? It doesn't
say in the Constitution that there must be two candidates. Besides, there has to be a better use for
the roughly S40 million the government wiU give to each party to run thetr campaigns.
I, on the other hand, think it is important to think about and run a campaign against the
President. Nm only because I hate the thought of four more years of the man, but also because
I don't think he's invincible.
No,l do not live in acave. I know that he won the war and his approval rating is pushing 90%.
However, public opinion changes veryquickly.FivemonthsagoGeorge Bush changed his mind
fourtimes (publicly that is) in two days on whether or not he was _goin_g to raise taxes,and he was
stood up by a Republican congressional candidate at the candidate's own fundraiscr. If in five
months George Bush can go from being a pariah in his own party to being invincible, he can go
back again. The combination of a recession and the lack of a domestic agenda are just the things
to do it.
So, then, who should the Democrats nominate?
Let me start by saying that no one who ran for President in 1988 should run this time. Dukakis
has already lost it; Gore is still too young; Simon and Babbitt are too goofy; Jackson has losttwicc
already; Gephart promised the other members of Congress he wouldn't run if they made him
majority leader; And Gary Hart
Neither should Bill Bradley, George ~cGovem , Sam Nunn, Bob Kerrcy, Bill Clinton,
George Mitchell or Jay Rockefeller.
Who does that leave us with?
Lloyd Bentsen. As a former national candidate he will not have to worry about making a
name for himself in Iowa and New Hampshire. As Chairman of the senate f ma;.cc committee he
could easily raise the money necessary for a campaign even if he waited unul the summer to
announce. At 70, Bentsen is old; There is no getting around it. He kept a lighter schedule than
Dukakis in 1988 and had trouble keeping up with the pace of a national campaign. However, he
would surely put more energy into a campaign where his name came first. In addition, if genetics
tell us anything, his father was active well into his 90's, so he could outlive all of us.
In terms of his politics, Bentsen is not just a Republican in Democrat's clothing. He has voted
for sanctions against South Africa and for the 1990 Civil Rights Bill. He has also voted against
funding for Star Wars development. He is consistently re-elected with the support of both
minorities and labor groups.
He is no liberal either having cast votes to ease gun control, aid the tobacco industry and
SuJ1pon the Contras. In short, he is middle of the road. Conse.-"ative oneconomic issues and more
liberal than not on social and foreign issues.
More importantly though, Bentsen is what Bush wants to be. Whereas Bush was shot down
in WWII, Bentsen was a hero. Bush moved to Texas with a family fortune and his residence now
is a hotel suite. Bentsen was born in south Texas, his father was one of the largest landowners
in the state, and Bentsen made his own money by founding a successful msurance company.
Bentsen has also beaten Bush in a head to head elecuon, the 1970 elecuon for the Senate. In the
'88 election Bentsen outshined all of the other candidates and spouted (supposedly spontaneously} the most memorable sound byte of the campaign.
All things considered then the Democrats should avoid a divisive primary season and work.
on wea,ing a unified message and a solid campaign strategy for Bentsen. Besides, if I am
completely wrong and there's no way a Democrat can win, Bentsen's alreadyon his way to being
a fmal jeopardy question: "He said, 'You're no Jack Kennedy?'"
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First Year Results

STUDENTS
Continued from page 1

9.1 %

•

m

Jobless
Public Interest
Law Firm

11
fiJ

age students to do mailings and to contact other fmns in ci tie
where they are flying back."
Krieger added that having a pre-semester interview weel
has been suggested in the past, but has not received popula:
support. "Students were reluctant to give up a portion of thei:
vacation or summer earnings. Also, it's easier for fmns to corm
rn NYU (which has a pre-semester program) becawnes somt
many of the fmns arc nearby."
If students opposed pre-semester interviews in the past
many seem to have changed their minds. If fmn s came ~
Auguest, one third year suggested, "jobs would go to U-M la"'
students rather than students at NYU, Colwnbia, etc. where
campus interviews arc over by September."
Given that many students had to interview 50-f)() times and even then not with universal success- Krieger acknowl·
edged that placement office may not have girded students for the
challenges ahead. This year, the office has organized specia
half-day programs for first years attended by faculty, privelli
attorneys and outside placement professionals to offer advice.
"I think the first years are aware of what's out there:
Krieger said.

Second Year Results
17.9%
75.9%
6.2%

Third Year Results
22.4%
•

9.3%

II
fiJ

Jobless
Public Interest
LawFirm

5.6%

Jobless
Public Interest
Judicial Clerk
Law Firm

·.

·::.:

Placement at Other Law Schools
!By Valerie Dawson

..
Oneofthemostcornmdnresponsesto theRG'splacementsurveywas thattheplacementofficeshouldinvestigatehowother
aw schoolS help their students find jobs. · ····
While in some ways the interview process is similar among top law schools, imerviews with the placement directors at
Harvard and Boalt Hall (University of California, Berkeley) indicate that procedures also vary.
June Thompson,placernentdirector at Harvard, said that despite the recession moststudents have been successful this year.
'No more than 20 second-year students don' thave jobs at this point," Thompson said.
Harvard has 540 second years.
· ·· ·
· ··
Two ways in which Harvard differs from Michigan involves access to interviews and the flyback process.
''Employers must interview all of the students who sign up," Thompson said. She indicated that even in cases in which 120
:Students sign up for a firm Harvard requires that firm to send enough interviewers for all the students.
Last year, for the first time, Harvard instituted an Oy-back week. All second and third years .did fl ybaclc. interviews in one
week in November.
"It was suggested by students, and the faculty agreed it was a good idea. Students seemed to like it overall," Thompson said.
Boalt appears to take a more laisscz-faire attitude. According to Lucia Borgman, a staff member of the school's Office of
Career Services, said "the computer randomly selects students for interviews if too many sign up for same employer."
She added that there is no limit on the number of firms students can inte(View with.
Borgman added lhat she didn't know how many students had received jobs.

THONGS
Continued from page 1
ing recentl y acknowledged by this column), played particularly
well in the final stanza.
As the final minutes ticked down the ill-mannered fraternity denizens held on to a 3-llead. Though the Thongs enjoyed
a couple of power plays early in the period, Theta Chi employed
such highly-ethical tactics as knocking the goal off its morings.
While the goal was being restored, the scorekeepers- apparently refugees from the 1972 Olympic basketball finals- kept
the clock running.
"Stop the clock, you asshole," chanted the Thongs faithful
Dirty play or no, the Thongs would not be deterred. In the
fmal minutes, Tassie ''The Man" Markou, 3L and Eric ''The
Other Man" Gurvitz, IL, each knocked in goals to tie the game
up.
3-3. That's how it stood as the clock wound down.
First, the two teams played a five minute sudden death
overtime period. Owing to the ·incredible play of goalie Tom
''The Hammer" Petlco, the Thongs held off several strong
challenges and the period ended without either team scoring.
Finally, the teams played a shootout. Each team took turns
selecting a player to take the puck from half-ice and try to score
either by dcking the netminder or shooting from in close.
The ftrst two shooters, Gurvitz and Hans ''Wallyball Man"
Brigham each scored for the Thongs. Unfortunately, the first
two Theta Chi shootP.rSscored as well. After the first overtime
shootout ended in a tie, the game hinged on a third overtime,
sudden-death shootouL
Quickly, the tension thickened. Five straight skaterson side
were unsuccessful, with Petlco playing brilliantly. The crowd
became frenzied.
Despite Petlco's heroics, the Thongs were unable to score.
Eventually, Theta Chi scored and the Thongs were unable to
respond. For the second season in a row, the Thongs came in
second in the University's intramural hockey league. Despite
the apparent end of the season, an exhibition season has been
established.
The first game is Thursday at 11 p.m. at Yost Arena against
those medical students.
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Professor Kamisar & Classroom Fantasies

~sic

Dr. Manitslcy

XOTEFROMTHE DOCTOR:
Once again, thanks for all the Jeners in my pendaflex.
nfonunately, I cannot print all of them, for not only do some
euers involve the relatively disgusting issues of classroom
I)Stpicking and "passing wind," but they also name names. As
tp::t~:; service, however, I am putting the pickers and ras~"t"
ll notice: You are being watched (and smelled). You know who
~are. And now, to the letters ....

-Dr. Manitsky
Dear Dr. Manitsky,
Why do some students love Professor Kamisar, while others hate him?
-B;~ffl.ed (IL)

lf"J.N.O.V." means "judgment notwithstanding the verdict," then what does the "0 " stand for?
-Confused
Dear Confused,
Orgasm.

-Dr. Manitsky
Dear Baffled,
The reason is somewhat complex, but I will try 10 explain. Dear Dr. Manitsky,
There are three main categories into which everything and
Is there any truth to the rumor that you are quitting the RG
everyone can be divided: highbrow, middlebrow, and lowbrow. and going Pro a year early?
).W Dr. Manitsky,
This is a Ms. Manners type of question. How late is too late Now, lowbrow students tend to like Karnisar because he curses
-Mike Troy (2L)
and has a generally crass style. Middlebrow students dislike
go 10 a class, and when is it better just to skip it entirely?
-Tardy Karnisar, arguing that "he never really teaches black-letter law" Dear Mike,
and "he just tells wild stories."
I won't be ready to go Pro for at least anothenwo years. I'm
Tardy,
Highbrow students love Karnisar-precisely because he still recovering from an old shuffleboard injury.
curses, has a generally crass style, never really teaches blackIt's always better just to sk1p it entirely.
- Dr. Manitsky
-Dr. Manit.sky letter law, and just tells wild stories. So you see, Karnisar is the
quintessential highbrow-lowbrow figure, much like Frank Si- Dear Dr. Manitsky,
eN Dr. Manitsky,
natra or Rodney Dangerfield.
I have overheard Brian Fleetham (2L) constantly comEvery day in class I keep hanng fantasies about various
-Dr. Manitsky plaining about his inability to obtain dates. Rumor has it that
in the class (including you, of course!). While I'm lost in
you, Dr. Manitslcy, are an expert in this field. Can you please
help Brian?
thoughts, I miss important ideas in the lecture. I'm afraid Dear Dr. Manitsky,
f falling behind. What can I do?
Why do you mention Greg "Trover" Arovas (2L) every
-Concerned Citizen
- Lost For Lust week?
-Avid Reader Dear Concerned Citizen,
ar Lost For Lust,
I'm not really "an expen"-I just dabble, albeit with great
Let me begin by saying that I'm very flattered that you Dear Avid Reader,
enthusiasm. I can, however, offer Brian a few tips: (I) Don't
taSize about me. Ofcourse, I don't know who you ar~with
First, it is worth noting that I wasn't planning on mention- pick your nose in class; (2) Don 't"pass wind" in class; (3) Hang
y luck you'llturn out to be Rosenblatt (2L). In any event, ing Trover this week. Second, let me stress that I recognize your around the Main Breeding Room, winking at the undergrads
handwriting, Trover, and 1trust that you won't ever again try a while reading an easily identifiable law book. (Anything with
·ou're very kind.
the word "law" in it is good, like "Constitutional Law" or
Regarding your fear of falling behind: If you're really in cheap ploy like this just to get your name in the paper.
-Dr. Manitsky "Conflict of Laws." Other branches of law, like "Tons," are
neof my classes, I can't quite imagine what "important ideas"
confusing to the average undergrad, who will think you are a
·ou think you're missing. Just remember that"B is the bad guy"
french major or a culinary student.)
nd you'll be okay.
Dear Dr. Manitsky,

rs

E

Homer Pickle Speaks ....
yMark Taxan and Jim Martin
We all know him and love him: Homer Pickle, the mild mannered slacker. From 9am to 5pm
1onday thru Friday, too awed by the mere presence of those in class who grace us with their
infinite wisdom and ceaseless chatter, Homer rarely speaks much less raises his hand. But come
agood Thursday at Uno's, Homer shows us our true quest for knowledge is found beyond the
and in the closest pitcher of Laban's with classic "Elvis" playing on the jukebox. You may
heard Homer shout "Bingo" once or twice, or sigh with glee after writing "res judicata" in
y' s crossword puzzle, but Homer has made that massive effort 10 extend his legal education
casebooks and law review articles in order to search for the true reason why someone would
~nd S23,000 a year 10 subject h1m or herself to the pure hellish experience of Civil Procedure
at 9:00 in the morning (assuming Homer shows up). Call it an underground critique of this law
school or call it fluff, but its Homer's tum to tell you what is really going on in this bam.

E

...Quantitative theorems to determine the outcome of tort cases, seriously? I once knew
a political science professor who swore he could determine the outcome of wars just by
multiplying the GNP of each state by its population divided by their average shoe size (at least
that what I remember). Granted this isn 'tthe University of Chicago, but the time has come for a
rebcUion. It is here that I propose a revision of the Learned Hand Formula, hereby called the
Learned Pickle Formula: Put the two parties in disagreement into a room. Lock it. Go two out of
three in "Rocks, Paper, Scissors" and call it a night. Its fast, friendly, and would make good sport.
...Why is Spring Break during a month in which even bears haven't yet returned from
hibernation? It may just be poor Homer bitching again, but you'd think that they could at least
rename the damn holiday or something. They key is to have a holiday right before finals so you
can freak yourself out wondering how you managed to waste yet another semester. It's much
~ier to start those outlines out of an incessant fear, rather than out of a sense of responsibility
or something. Now I've got a whole two months to kill, which is almost as bad as having a three
or four day weekend - just too much time to sleep and play Nintendo.

...It was brought to Pickle's attention two weeks ago that there has been a real
dissatisfaction with the work of the placement office. I think it is fair to lay blame in part on the
recession and in part on placement office ineptitude. But more often I am finding out that we lack
the required understanding of interviewing decorum to present ourselves as the hard working, yet
personable, grunts that these big firms want us to be. Being the team player I am, I have decided
10 help my fellow students by compiling a list of ten thilii;S you should not do during an interview.
So we avoid serious copyright violations and give credit where it is due, this list is based on an
actual article used in a prestigious newspaper several months ago. This is true, so pay close
auention:
10) After interviewer said, "make yourself comfortable", interviewee lOOk off his shoes and
put his feet up on the table.
9) Offered to express his loyalty to the company by having the corporate logo tattooed to his
forearm.
8) Challenged the interviewer to an arm wrestle .
7) Chewed gum, blew a bubble and asked the interviewer if she would like to pop it.
6) Wore a walkman to the interview and told the interviewer not to worry because she could
listen to it and the interviewer at the same time.
5) Upon receiving the application form, asked for a pen and then laid down on the floor to
ftll it out
4) Fell asleep and snored during the interview.
3) Brought a dog to the interview, tied him to the chair in the lobby, and promised the secretary
the dog was house broken .
2) Balding man excused himself from the interview and returned five minutes later wearing
a hairpiece.
1) Called his therapist during the interview for advice on answering the interviewer's
questions.
Well that's all forth is week. But remember, Pickle may stay quiet., but don't raise your hand
because he is probably in the back row,laughing at you.
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Morrison Gets Stoned
Tbat Arts Column by Spencer Gusick
You lmow, there is really a lotto like about The Doors. The
story of Jim Morrison's meteoric rise to fame has everything
you could want in a movie (i.e. sex, drugs, and kick-ass Rock 'n
Roll). Val Kilmer is a ready-made reincarnation of the late
singer, and he is very charismatic in the role. The film's
dizzying pace Lalces us further and further toward the outer
reaches of reality. while watching Morrison self-destruct is both

Val Kilmer lights his fire as Jim Morrison in The Doors

horrible and fascinating. Too bad then, that what could have
been an insightful look at a truly unique life has been wrought
into a shallow, revisionist recitation of well-known myths by
heavy-handed 60's-junkie and director Oliver Stone.
Enough cannot be said about how fantastic Val Kilmer is in
this role. Not only does he look almost exactly like Morrison,
not only does he caprure Morrison's sullen, dizzy mannerisms
to a tee, he even sings like Morrison. During the scenes in which
Kilmer sings, one gets the eerie feeli11g litat Morrison isn't dead
after all. The live concen scenes are mesmerizing (Ironically,
since The Doors didn't make many videos, it will forever more
be Kilmer that people think of when they"remember"the band).
The Jim Morrison that Kilmer portrays is dark, powerful, and
Dionysian. His disregard for society makes him the ultimate
anti-hero: at times he can uplift us with his humor, intelligence,
and desire for truth, but more often, Morrison disappoints, as he
loses himself in drugs, fame, and ego, hurting everyone who
cares about him. If we were presented with a picture of Morrison
as a person, if we were given a clue as to what motivated him,
it would be fascinating to watch him unravel. But Stone gives
us nothing but two-dimensional rock star cliches of the singer's
life, so that Morrison remains always an enigma; appealing, yet
ultimately disappointing. The other characters in the film are
also given little depth, and consequently do not explain things.
Pamela Courson (Meg Ryan) is Morrison's pretty, codependent
wife who doesn' t understand him. Organist Ray Manzarek
(KyleMacLachlin) is the stuffy intellectual who digs Morrison's
poelry and acid, but doesn' t understand him, etc. Neither
Morrison's bandmates nor his lovers show him to be anything
more than a preening prima donna.
So why is it that this movie ostensibly about Jim Morrison
tells us so little about what made the guy tick? The answer is
clearly Oliver Stone. With typical sledgehammer subtlety
(Stone directed Platoon, Wall Street, and Born on the Forth of
July), Stone says, "Lookit the fame, lookit the drugs!! Lookit
how the times were a'changin'! It was the sixties, man." This
directorial attitude makes for many fun and exiting cinematic

moments. But to dwell exclusively on spectacle ultim~
leaves the film intellectually bankrupt. Stone's revisionis t 1~
at the decade he is obsessed with tends to portray all evenll
Morrison's life as mythic, and therefore unbelievable. ~
Doors is great fun, and I will sec it again, but it will never aflS\~
the compelling question: "Who was Jim Morrison?"
Steve Martin's L.A. Story is an amusing romantic com<t
The plot is fairly irrelevani - suffice to say Steve is g~
through a few mid-life crises: he gets dumped by a hein::
woman, gets lired, has a fling with a totally spacey you~
woman (Sarah Jessica Parker), and meets the woman of
dreams (Victoria Tennant, Martin's real-life wife). There ~
many hilarious parodies of life in La-La Land, and Martin i!
his usual good form. This movie will give you many lX
laughs and may serve as a good introduction for any future 1
Angeles summer associates out there.
OuHakes: Twin Peaks is linito, kaput, gone daddy g O
My heart aches, and I die one thousand deaths. What if
kidnap David Lynch, break his legs, and starVe him un til
resolves each subplot seamlessly? Just an idea.... R .EJ\~
new album will be out on Tuesday. The single is called LosJ
My Religion. ... Hey, Doc! This Friday and Saturday at
MLB the program is"6 Hour BugsBunnyFestival." Need I!
more? It starts at8pm .... Former Ann Arbor-scene rockers
Chief bring their highly touted alternative music to the N ect
inc Ballroom Monday night. Word is that they may be the n
big thing. .. ."Rosanne" star John Goodman has two upcomi
movie roles that he is certainly well-cast for. In The Babe, J a
will play the hefty Babe Ruth. And in the latest installmena
the cartoon-goes-overhyped-movie saga, look for Goodman
play Fred in The Flintstones, co-staring Danny DeVilD
Barney Rubble, and Tracey Ullman as Wilma Flintstone .
couldn' t make this stuff up.... Guess what folks? That's
news, and I am out of here.

Crossword Puzzle by Aaron Mead
ACROSS
1. Gardner and others
5. Check
9. Steep spot
14. Creche components
15. "-be young again..."
16. Sari wearer
17. Room 200 concern
19. Bonus
20. _ generis
21. Lincoln, e.g.
23. Tolkien 1ree
24. Make inevitable
26. French river
28. Take advantage of
29. Gala
33. Last pan of the music
36. Barrel of laughs
38. Author Jong
39. Latin bird
40. Trash can contents, maybe
42. German gent
43. City of Lights
45. Bard's banjo
46. Return ofthe Jedi
creature
47. Moves up
49. Barnyard sound

51.
52.
55.
57.
60.
62.

64.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.

Forfeit
Once in a while
Stolen
Distressed types
Former fighter
Only
Room 200 visitors
Poor scores
Repetition
Whale
Hatsheputs' home
British exclamation
Move

DOWN
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Electrical outputs
Hold dear
Oncemore
"This is not a rnistalce."
Tiajuana topper
Yonder
European volcano
Clothes eater
Reduce to ashes
Negligent
Room 200 event
Hardy plant

1'3. Accomplishment
18. Perfumes
22. Beast of burden
25. Convincing
27. Dizzy one
29. Subject of scrutiny
30. French state
31. Bat or phobia starter
32. Goodtime
33. Superhero gear
34. Like an egg
35. Room 200 item
37. Marooned one's milieu
41. Questioned authority
44. Most downcast
48. Dormouse's drink
50. Moreover
52. Dividing membranes
53. Blatant
54. Pierre's thanks
55. Air pollution
56. Designer Cassini
58. Simple
59. See 55 down
61. Despot
63. M-Q connector
65. Sly expressions

Answers on page 5

•
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1991 NCAA Basketball Tournament Pool
Please print your name, phone number. and choices for the winner of each game on this entry sheet. One entry per person ONLY. You must
submit your entry into the box opposite the pendaflexes or to the RG office (Room 6 of the 'White House," 721 S. State St.) by 12:00 Noon. Thursday.
March 14. The winner will be the person who accumulates the highest number of points. with ties being broken in favor of the person selecting the
most number of games correctly. The contest is open to law students. faculty and staff of the law school. and their families.
· The Res Gestae will print weekly updates of the contest. The winner of the contest will receive a $40 gift certificate to an Ann Arbor restaurant
of our choosing: the runner-up will receive a $25 gift certificate.

Year

Name
(!)

I

(16) Northeastern I
(8)

r ------- ,

.

N Carolina

I
I
I National Champs I
I
I
Fifteen (15) Points.J
L

Princeton

(9)

Villanova

(5)

Miss. State

I
I

-------

l

(12)

E. Mich.

(4)

UCLA

Phone

I

Ohio State

Georstia Tech. (8)

I
I

.

I
I

l

I
I

(13) Penn. State I
(3)

Eas•

Okla. State

Midwest

I
(14) NewMexico I
(6)

N.C. State

(II)

So. Miss.

(7)

Purdue

(10)

Temple

(2 )

Syracuse

(15)

Richmond

(I)

Arkansas

I

.

I

I

l
~:.

I

l

·:

(16) Georstia St. I

(9)

\.

l

I

LSU

(6)

U. Conn.

(II)

Iowa

(7)

East Tenn. St. (10)
(2)

UNLV

(\)

Montana

(16)

Vanderbilt

Utah

Southeast

West

(9)

(4)

Seton Hall

(3)

I

I Pepperdine (14)
New Mex. St. (6)

l

I

I

I

(7) Florida State

Indiana

(3)

I
I So. Alabama (13)

(14) New Orleans 1

(2)

Nebraska

Michigan State (5)
I
1wisc-Creen Bay (12)

l

usc

(13)

Georgetown (8)

I

I
I

Kansas

(10)

N.IUinois

I

.(13) Murray State I

Georgia

(4)

=-~·

l

(11)

St. John's

I

Alabama

Pitt

(12)

l N.E. Louisiana (15)

(12) Louisiana Tech.f

(6)

St. Peters

I,

l

(3)

(5)

Duke

(5) Wake Forest

(4)

Texas

I

Arizona St.
RutRers

(9)

I Xavier-Ohio (14)

l

(8)

DePaul

I

I
l

(I)

I
I Towson St. {16)

I

r
I

I
l

Ten (10) Points

(15) Costal Carolina I
One (1) Pomt

I

Seven

(7)

Points

( II)

Virgin a

(7)

BYU

(10)

Arizona

(2)

I St. Francis-Pa

Four (4) Points
Two (2) Points

Creighton

Four (4) Pomts
Seven

(7)

Points

One (1) Point
Two (2) Points

(15)

11
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If you \\rant to move your
career into the fast lane, your
next move should be on the Fast
Trnck.TII lfs the fastest way there is
to learn both basic and advanced
skills on America's foremost
computer-assisted legal research
service: the LEXJS service.
Evening and Saturday classes
are available from March 20 to
April12.
Calll-800-222-8714 to
register, and make your fust step
the right step.

C1991 Mead Data Central. Inc. All rights rec:erved. LEXIS is a registered tradtmark for infol'llllllion products and semces ol Mrad Data Cfnttal, lnc Fast Track JS a trademar\ o! Mrad Oat.! CPntral. lnc.

Law in the Raw
Rights for the Radish
If you are traveling through Colorado, watch what you say
about the food. Cast oo aspersions on the asparagus. Slander
not the celery. Don't libel the lettuce.
The folks who live in the Rocky Mountain State have
become unfriendly to the sort of people who might ruin the
reputation of a rutabaga They have a bill, about to face its last
legislative hurdle, that would make it possible to take legal
action against someone who knowingly and falsely trashed the
turnips.
People could be sued, in the words of the bill,for d:isseminating "any false infonnation which is not based on reliable
scientific facts and scientific data, which the disseminator
knows or should have known to be false and which casts doubt
oo the safety of any perishable agricultural food product to the
consuming public."
The originator of this peachy new Limit on free speech is
Steve Acquafresca, an apple farmer and state legislator who
has had it up to his Adam's apple with food-safety critics.
Ever since the Alar scare left the Mcintoshes to rot in
1989, many farmers have looked for a pesticide to feed the
critics.
Yelling "cancer" in the middle of a harvest, says Acquafresca, "is like yelling frreinacrowded theater." That's the
classic argument about the limits of free speech.
The classic response is that this sort of bill is designed to
have a chilling effect Chilling may be good for a head of
leuuce, but not for the flow of information.

By Blum, Oana, Welsh & Wisotzkey
Heaven and the Great Pumpkin know, there isn't a real masters, 14 registrars and a handful of magistrates. He reckons
dearth of lawsuits in America. Surely we don't need a law that thathehasspenta total of 4 years of hislifein courtandone day
gives special rights to a new class of litigants: fruits and wallced nine miles from office to office. Because he ran out of
vegetables. Can it be that the lawyers, having run out of clients money to pay lawyers, he has represented himself. Looking at
are loolcing for, uh, ~ew and fertile soil to plow?
the record, !..~e Court ruled that Mathew had "habiruaUy and
About twenty years ago, Justice William 0. Douglas put persistently without any reasonable grounds instituted vexaforth the notion that valleys, meadows, rivers, Lakes and trees tious civil proceedings in the High Court, made vexatious
should have legal standing. But even he didn' tsuggest rights for applications in civil proceedings in the High Court and instithe radish.
tuted vexatious prosecutions." Once a master printer, he be·Ellen Goodman, Boston Globe came a full-time litigant. When not in court or pbOLocopying
legal documents, he has spent much of the past seven years in
Dickensian Litigant Quits Bar for Pub
the French pub in Soho, near the Strand and the law courts.
It is not often that Charles Dickens meets Joseph HeUer in
His litigation has involved attempts to sue or bring crimithe courts. But last week the English legal system contrived a nal proceedings against numerous banks, firms of solicitors,
curious marriage of the two. Thomas Matthew, after 306 court and members of his family. He once attempted to serve sumappearances, has been judged "vexatious." The man whose case monses alleging perjury on all45 parmers of a faro of solicihas been labelled a latter-day Jarndyee v. Jamdyce was deliv- tors.
Mathew, 45, is the 103d person to be labelled vexatious
ered a Catch 22; he may only go to court again with permission
since
the introduction of the notion in 1888. For some odd
of the courts.
The original case arose with the death of Mathew's older, reason, the names of the vexatious are never taken off the list.
and wealthier, brother Theobold, a gentleman farmer and Lloyd's even after their deaths. Mathew, however, remains litigous,
of London underwriter who died in 1983. Mathew was con- stating that "I shall appeal. And, of course, I am not vexatious
vinced that he was owed a pot ofgold from the will, claiming that in Scotland."
- London Sunday Telegraph
the estate was worth £5 million. But judges say that the estate
(Thanks to Donald)
was only worth in execs's of £1 million. Just as in Bleak House,
however, solicitors acting for the squabbling parties have not
LJTR is looking, looking, looldngfor people for next year! Yes,
done badly, extracting £300,000 in fees.
you
too
can wrile the column that the Daily has labelled the "17WS1
Since 1984, Mathew has tried the patience of 54 judges, 24
read" of the Res Gestae. Gee, what more fame could you want?

